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A progressive die is a set of tools performing series or several sheet-metal operations with a single tool. It
has two or more workstations for the production of products. Every pressing stroke involves one opera-
tion, and the strip stock advances through the die strip. The main functional advantage of progressive die
for the manufacturing industry is that it takes less time and gives a high volume of production. It can
build precision tools with less time-consumption. The main task is to design a die for one of the parts
of a relay product called G2R-1 Station Terminal A. The process of making this part is ineffective and
uncomfortable under these conditions because it must go through three different stages of the process,
which is a waste of time. This study discusses the design using the progressive die concept from
Excess Hybrid or the CADD application as the initial sketch and Solid work as the visualization to achieve
cost effectiveness and shorten the production process time. The result of total cost saving is 528,200,151
IDR per year.
Copyright � 2023 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Selection and peer-review under responsibility of the scientific committee of the Fourth International
Conference on Recent Advances in Materials and Manufacturing 2022.
1. Introduction

Technology in the experimental-industrial field has advanced
rapidly in the current era of globalization [1–6]. Many industries
in the industrial sector no longer use human or conventional labor
[7–15]. However, many industries have turned to automation sys-
tems [6,16–22].

The industries that use production aids can produce quality
products in large quantities in a relatively short time. A sophisti-
cated technology, of course, has supporting components [23–28].
One of the function of the relay component, for example, controls
and supplies electricity to a system [29–32]. Relays have many
types and different functions in each type. In this study, the
authors focus on the G2R-1 12Vdc relay type. In this type of pro-
duct, there is a component called G2R-1 Station Terminal A which
functions as a current conductor when the relay is in the on posi-
tion.(See Fig. 1)
The process of making components for G2R-1 Station Terminal
A at Omron Manufacturing of Indonesia has three process stages,
first is the P1 is hoop manufacturing process, second is the riveting
process, and last is the P2 or cutting process [33–37]. Each has a
different die and machine types [38–42]. Due to the numerous pro-
cesses involved in producing the components of Terminal A Station
G2R-1, the production process takes a long time and has high pro-
duction costs. Departing from the problems above, the authors
took the initiative to redesign the G2R-1 A terminal station product
using the progressive tools method. The objective is to shorten pro-
duction time and costs, to obtain high-quality and high-precision
products.
2. Experimental

The product design of progressive tool has been defined by PT
Omron Manufacturing Indonesia. The hoop terminal material used
is C2680R-1/2H with AgSnIn + Cu contacts. The thickness is
0.5 mm. The tools needed in the assembly process are easy to dis-
assemble and maintain with a T-slot and clamping jig gripping
type. In addition, the machine requirement is a maximum capacity
ng 2022.
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Fig. 1. G2R-1 12Vdc station at A relay terminal.
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of 45 tons with the same upper and lower bolster with the upper
and lower plate sizes for the minimum and maximum,
respectively.

The layout of materials in the progressive die design process is
shown on Fig. 2. This was selected based on aspects of technical
and economic assessment. The advantages of the desired layout
are for one product to be more economical, die maintenance is sim-
ple, and the material pitch distance between products is close
together so as to create high product precision. Otherwise, the dis-
advantage is that the layout of the material cannot be formed
symmetrically.

In order to identify the number of sections and the distance
between sections in a die, the process is reviewed. The machine
tonnage is used based on calculations as one reference for selecting
the minimum press machine. After the tonnage of the press
machine has met the calculation of the required engine force, the
next aspect to be reviewed is the dimensions of the ram and bolt.
If the dimensions of the ram and bolts have been met, the next step
is to consider the die height of the machine. Table 1 shows the
machine specifications determined by PT Omron Manufacturing
Indonesia.

3. Results and discussion

The calculations of the cutting force are used as in the Eqs. (1)–
(3), where Fs is the cutting force [N], U is the perimeter of the cut
area [mm], s is the effective cutting thickness [mm], and Rm is the
broken stress or the maximum resistance [N/mm2].

Fs ¼ 0:8� U � s� rb ð1Þ

Fsp1;2 ¼ Fsp1 � n ð2Þ
Fig. 2. The layout of materials in the
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Ftotal ¼ Fsp1;2 þ Fsp3 ð3Þ
There are two types of cut area perimeters: 6.283 and 7.728.

The calculation result of first piercing process (Fsp) is 929.88 N, sec-
ond is 1859.77 N and third is 1143.74 N. The total cutting force of
piercing process is 3003.51 N. Fig. 3 shows the layout of each force
in the progressive die design.

The calculation of the blanking process (Fsb) is following the Eq.
(1). The layout of the cutting force in the blanking process of pro-
gressive die design is shown in Fig. 4. The results of cutting force of
blanking process 1 to 5 are 1567.91 N, 7270.05 N, 4229.84 N,
3136.12 N, and 1901.80 N. The total cutting force of the blanking
process is 18105.72 N.

Furthermore, the calculation of the notching process (Fsn) is also
following the Eq. (1). The layout of the cutting force in the notching
process of progressive die design is shown in Fig. 5. The results of
cutting force of notching process 1 to 3 are 1130.57 N, 366.15 N
and 451.40 N. The total cutting force of the notching process is
18105.72 N.

The calculation of the total cutting force is the sum of the calcu-
lation of the cutting force in the piercing (Fsp), blanking (Fsb), and
notching (Fsn) processes in equation (4). The result of total cutting
force is 23057.35 N. The force of forming (Fe) of compression load
is defined by equation (5), where Kr is deformation resistance [N/
mm2], Aproy is punch projection areaa [mm], and n is number of
processes.

Fstotal ¼ Fsp þ Fsb þ Fsn ð4Þ

Fe ¼ kr � Aproy� n ð5Þ
Brass type of Ms63 is used with the strength rb ranging from

370 to 440 N/mm2 and the deformation resistance kr for each
embossing and deep coining ranging from 200 to 300 N/mm2

and 1500–1800 N/mm2, respectively [40–42]. The force of emboss-
ing process (Femb) result is 1393.8 N, which was calculated by Eq.
(5), where the deformation resistance Kr is 300 N/mm2, the punch
projection area Aproy is 2.323 mm and the number of processes n is
2. Fig. 6 shows the layout of embossing process in the progressive
die design.

The force of chamfering process (Fchm) result is 667.8 N, which
was calculated by equation (5), where the deformation resistance
Kr is 300 N/mm2, the punch projection area Aproy is 2.226 mm,
and the number of processes n is 1. Fig. 7 shows the layout of
chamfering process in the progressive die design. The total forming
force Fe total is calculated by Eq. (6). The result of total embossing
and chamfering forces is 2061.6 N. (See Fig. 8 and Fig. 9.)
progressive die design process.



Table 1
Machine Specifications.

Item Variation Type

No. Model EH-45 L
Pressure (ton) 45
Fixed stroke 30 50 60 80
Speed per Minutes (spm) 100 100 100 100

350 300 270 225
Die height (mm) 330 320 315 305
Smooth adjustment amount (mm) 30
Slide area (mm) 800 � 650 � 140
Bolster area (mm) 800 � 420
Side opening (mm) 290
Electric power (kW) 7.5
Table weight (ton) 7.8
Control box EM Organ Box

Fig. 3. The layout of each force in the progressive die design.

Fig. 4. The layout of cutting force in the blanking process of progressive die design.

Fig. 5. The layout of cutting force in the notching process.
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Fetotal ¼ Femb þ Fchm ð6Þ
The force of stripper Fstripper is calculated by Eq. (7), where � is

the percentage of stripper force based on material thickness [%].
The blank force is calculated by the total cutting force and the com-
pression load [N]. The result of F stripper is 2511.89 N. The force of
pad is also calculated by equation (6), with a result of 2009.52 N.
3

Fstripper ¼ x%� Fblanktotal ð7Þ
Fblanktotal ¼ Fcutting � Fcompressionload ð8Þ
The tonnage capacity of the press machine is obtained by the

force occurs in the tool, as calculated in the equation (9). The total
force result is 29640.37 N. Moreover, the engine force is calculated



Fig. 6. The layout of embossing process in the progressive die design.

Fig. 7. The layout of chamfering process in the progressive die design.

Fig. 8. Dimension of penetration.

Fig. 9. Dimension of clearance.
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in the equation (10) with a result of 35.5 kN. The type of press
machine used in this study is the Yamada Dobby with an EH �
45 II (L, HS) type.

Ftool ¼ Fcutting þ Fcompressionload þ Fstripper þ Fpad ð9Þ

Fengine ¼ 120%� Ftool ð10Þ
4

The penetration and clearance are calculated in the equations
(11) and (12), where p is the penetration [mm], Us is the clearance
[mm], s is the material strip thickness [mm] and c is the working
factor. The result of p is 1 mm with s 0.5 and Us is 0.02 mm with
c 4%.

p ¼ 1 3ð Þ � s ð11Þ
Us ¼ s� c% ð12Þ
Progressive tool construction requires spring calculation. This is

because the spring functions have to resist the free force of the
construction as shown in Fig. 10. Therefore, the spring calculation
is a determinant of the design construction that is categorized for
safety. The stripper force is 2511.89 N, with 8 numbers of springs.
The spring force is 313.98 N with 6 mm total deflection. The calcu-
lation of spring constant is in the equation (13), with result is
52.33 N/mm.

kspring ¼ Fspring

totaldeflection
ð13Þ

Based on the spring constant calculation result, the Misumi
spring with SWL 30–45 type is used. The spring spesifications are
as follows: kspring is 65.9 N/mm, total deflection is 14.4 and initial
length L0 is 45 mm. Therefore, Fspring is 948.96 N. In addition the
reason for choosing Misumi spring with SWL 30–45 type are the
standard spring F is larger than the required Fspring (948.96 N
� 313.98 N) and the constant spring standard k is bigger than
the required constant spring (65.9 N/mm � 52.33 N/mm). In con-
sequence, the spring with SWL 30–45 type is considered safe to
use. The pad spring calculation is also calculated with the equation
(12), where the pad force is 2009.52 N, the total spring is 20 pieces,
the force for each spring is 100.48 N, and the total deflection is
6 mm. Hence, the spring constant is 16.75 N/mm.

Moreover, a Misumi spring of the WM 655 type is used, with
kspring specifications of 55.9 N/mm, total deflections of 19.2, and
an initial length of spring L0 is 55 mm. Therefore, the Fspring is
1073.28 N as calculated with the equation (12). Fig. 11 shows
the spring dimension.



Fig. 10. Dimension of spring calculation in the progressive die design.

Fig. 11. Spring dimension of Misumi WM 655 type.
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Misumi WB6-55 spring type was chosen because the standard
Fspring is larger than the required Fspring (1073.28 N � 100.48 N).
Another reason is the standard kspring is bigger than the required
kspring (55.9 N/mm � 16.75 N/mm). Hence, the spring with WB
6–55 type is considered safe to use. As shown in Fig. 12, the effi-
ciency cost is calculated in three steps: P1, riveting, and P2.

Table 2 shows the electricity consumption, which includes the
total quantity of mass production per month for the current condi-
tion and after improvement. It shows that the current electricity
consumption is 17.397 kWh and can be reduced to 4.762 kWh after
improvement. The total saving cost after reducing electricity, man-
power and overtime is reach to 528,200,151 IDR per year, as shown
in Table 3.
Fig. 12. Step by step progres
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The return of investment (ROI) and payback period (PP) is calcu-
lated in the equation (14), where the profit is 528,200,151 IDR/-
year, the investment fee is 1,000,000,000 IDR, the depreciation is
5 years. The cost of depreciation is calculated in the equation
(13), where the maintenance fee is 20,000,000 IDR/year and the
operating cost is 220,000,000 IDR/year. The cost of depreciation
is 200,000,000 IDR/year by using the straight line methods.

Costofdepreciation ¼ Thevalueofinvestmentassets
Usefullifeoftheassets

ð13Þ

ReturnofInvestment ROIð Þ ¼ Netprofitaftertaxð Þ
Totalassets

� �
� 100% ð14Þ

The ROI is 30%. The payback period (PP) is calculated in the
equation (15), where the cash flow is the profit minus the invest-
ment fee. The result of PP is 3.24 years. Refers to the ROI of 30%
and Payback Period of 3.24 years as indicated in red arrow on
Fig. 13, economically the progressive die design process is very
effective. Fig. 13 shows the distribution of cost reduction per year.

PP ¼ Totalcashinflowofinvestment
Initialcashoutflowforinvestment

� 1year ð15Þ
4. Summary and conclusion

In this study, the progressive die design is applied for the G2R-1
station A terminal part on the 12Vdc relay. The conclusions are as
follows:

1. The cutting force required to process the blank is 23057.35 N
and the blank holding force is 17677.44 N.
sive die design process.



Table 2
The total consumption of mass production of die.

[A] Massprod matrix – Current condition

Item No. Line Process Die
No.

Die Name Order/
month

SPM O/R WH Output/
day

Days
need

Machine Power
Supply

Electricity
Consump-
tion

6600243–
3

LINE
A

P1 P408 G2R-1 STATION
TERMINAL A (P1)

1,000,000 175 70% 1440 176,000 5.67 A1 30 kW 4,082 kWH

6600231–
9

LINE
C

R RIVET G2R-1 STATION
TERMINAL A (R)

1,000,000 90 75% 1440 97,200 10.29 C1 25 kW 6,173 kWH

9981393–
2

LINE
B

P2 P701 G2R-1 STATION
TERMINAL A (P2)

1,000,000 100 70% 1440 100,800 9.92 A6 30 kW 7,143 kWH

Total Qty/month 3,000,000 Total main days 25.88 Total consumption 17,397 kWH
Balancing 26.00

[B] Massprod matrix – After improvement

Item No. Line Process Die
No.

Die Name Order/
month

SPM O/R WH Output/
day

Days
need

Machine Power
Supply

Electricity
Consump-
tion

9981393–
2

LINE
A/B

AUTO OMI-
01

G2R-1 STATION TERMINAL
A (AUTO)

1,000,000 150 70% 1440 151,200 6.61 A6 30 kW 4,762 kWH

Total Qty/month 1,000,000 Total running
time

6.61 Total consumption 4,762 kWH

Balancing 7

Table 3
The total savings cost of all reduction in the production of die.

No. Item Reduction Amount/Month Reduction Amount/Year (IDR) Reduction Amount/Year ($)

1 Electricity reduction 20,216,679 242,600,151 16,909
2 Manpower reduction 16,000,000 192,000,000 13,383
3 Overtime reduction 7,800,000 93,600,000 6,524
Total Saving Cost 44,016,679 528,200,151 36,816

Fig. 13. Distribution of cost reduction per year (IDR).
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2. In order to prevent clashes or burry defects, the clearance
between punch and die is 0.02 per side.

3. To achieve a spring constant greater than the required force, the
SWL spring 30–45 is used to resist the stripper force and the
WB6-55 spring is used to resist the pad force.

4. The total cost savings from this project are IDR 528,200,151, or
$36,816 per year. The Return of Investment of this project is
30%, and the payback period (PP) is 3.24 years.
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